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About This Game
Kimmy is a visual novel style game about a summer spent babysitting in late 1960s Massachusetts. You play as Dana,
who stumbles across Kimmy--a tiny girl wandering around alone in her neighborhood. Dana decides to take Kimmy under her
wing, worried that she's having trouble making friends, and decides to be her babysitter. Let summer begin! Collect trinkets,
play street games, and learn more and more about Kimmy and her mysterious family as summer passes by.
Features:

A dialogue rich story that takes place over the course of 5 acts.
Over 10 characters to chat with and get to know throughout the story.
A painterly art-style brings the characters to life, including multiple illustrated cut scenes.
An intimate story about childhood, honesty and growing up.
Recommendations and Notes
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A single play through takes about 2 to 3 hours.
Play multiple times to see all of the conversations.
Headphones are recommended.
Content warning:
Kimmy is a game about childhood, but it does address some more serious issues and is primarily intended for adults. There are
conversations between the characters about things like death, profanities and alcohol. Please consider this before playing this
game with younger kids.
Credits:
Designed and written by: Nina Freeman
Illustrated and written by: Laura Knetzger
Programmed by: Aaron Freedman
OST Composed by: Louie Zong
Sound design by: Amos Roddy
Special thanks to Noel Clark for the Kimmy logo design.
Kimmy was originally commissioned by Humble Bundle as a part of the Humble Monthly Bundle, released to subscribers
in January of 2017. Special thanks to Humble Bundle for their support in the development of Kimmy!
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Title: Kimmy
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Star Maid Games
Publisher:
N/A
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2017
a09c17d780

English
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Graphics: SAMOLIOTIK
Sounds: SAMOLIOTIK
Story: SAMOLIOTIK
Total Score: SAMOLIOTIK/10
The meaning of life is SAMOLIOTIK. A bad game ,press all the letters ,get all the achievments and delete.
Overall:2\/10.. This is the DOS version of this game, I have an updated Windows ( exactly the same as the DOS game) version
that still runs on an old laptop of mine, I thought I was in luck to get a version on Steam......so I was very disappointed when I
started this up and it's an old grainy DOS game while there is a Windows out there :-(. Let's get the negatives out of the way and
state what this game is not.
- It is NOT the NES version. Don't expect the improved audio of that version.
- It is NOT a native app. SCUMMVM is driving this game.
- It is NOT a modern app. No modern coveniences or design sophistication.
- It is NOT a documented app. Wanna know how to play, save, or quit? Figure it out.
- It is NOT something we haven't seen on Steam before. MM is a fully playble easter egg in Day of the Tentacle.
Basically, they took the original and enhanced DOS versions and straight up dumped them out to market.
On the plus side...
- None of the weird visual stuff that we've seen in recent ports. I'm talking to you, Square-Enix. Maniac Mansion is every bit as
goofy and delightfully blocky as you remember it.
- It's NOT the NES version, but that's a good thing too. No censorship at play here. Let the hamster fun begin.
- Apart from figuring out how to save, it doesn't actually need documentation. The play mechanics, which are basically an
extension of text adventuring, are simple and easy to learn.
- It's funny. Don't expect a whole lot of complex writing, but it's great if you love cheesy B movies.
- It's short, but replayable thanks to multiple characters and endings. That alone makes it worth the $6.
Adventure games have gotten more complex since this game debuted. I won't lie to you. The genre been improved up
immeasurably. Early Telltale games like Back to the Future and Sam & Max just about mastered the LucasArts formula in ways
that Maniac Mansion could only dream.
Still... Maniac Mansion is a seminal work. You owe it to yourself to play it at least once in your life. It's dumb, goofy, silly, and
cheesy in all the right ways. Besides, if you finally want to 'get" some of Thimbleweek Park's inside jokes then you have to play
this game. TP is practically a love letter to old LucasArts games like this one.. Pleasant simple game and loved it!!. nice
graphic,good gameplay = Green cat,the game!. fun game)) for such a price is quite a sane offer. this game is not good. I hope
you like grinding from the beginning because stock piling on hp and mp items is the only way to stay alive shortly after starting..
Simpler but worst.
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- Cannot ask for aircraft to hold short of runways.
- Graphics are very poor, probably using Google Earth for ground textures
- Ground, taxiways and runways are not aligned, so sometimes aircrafts taxi out of the airport zone (KLAX 25R) or are parked
on taxiways...
- Commands are way too simple, basically are ''clear to taxi'' ''clear for takeoff'' and ''clear to land'' only.
- Very not user-friendly
- Lack of settings is incredible
- No text to understand the voice of pilots
- That mentionned voice of pilots is always the same male text-to-speech dude, feels like a robot.
- You will end up with penalties and you will never know what you did wrong, they will just remove points from your score.
- Sound effects are very low and not varied.
- Aircraft textures are very very very low.
- Not what you see on the screenshots and on the video.
Refunded after 45 minutes.
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man o man....
I think Devs really deserve some props on this one. What a great game. Excellent creativity.
Why is it so many games that are FREE are so much better then games we have to pay for?
BRAVO DEVS BRAVO!!!
and
Thank you!. This game isn't awful, it just isn't so good that I'd recommend it. Artiflex Mundi are definitely one of my favourite
developers when it comes to games, but this one feels a bit lazy as if they just wanted more of the same.
The story is pretty standard - you need to save a park and your grandmother. You meet characters along the way, solve puzzles
and some hidden object scenes. They are generally logical and take a little bit of thought but aren't too taxing.
The opportunity for it to be based on slavic mythology could have been really interesting bu they don't make much of this at all.
Some of the rendering of some of the characters is also sloppy, bordering on nightmarish - bucktoothed-squirrel-boy with his
hands firmly on his pants anyone?
The game also feels very short indeed. If I were you I'd stick to Enigmatis by the same publisher. Much better (certainly 1 and 2
- haven't played 3 yet) and more rewarding games all round.. This game does not have the realistic feel of any version of the
original Asteroids, not even the Atari 2600 version. The problem is the rocks themselves. They just gravitate from the top left to
the bottom right, with hardly any variety of motion. If you spray them constantly with shots for a long time, they pop into a set
of smaller clones in exactly the same pattern every time, and kind of just continue moving along as before. Instead of blowing
up rocks in space, it feels like you're pollinating blobby plants until they give birth to successively smaller seedlings...bleech!
This could all be fixed with a little math instead of hard code, but in its current form it just isn't any fun to play.. It's a
mother♥♥♥♥ing Serious Sam platform.. Amazing DLC. You shoulden't buy this game. Sparkle 2 was calm and relaxing.
Sparkle 3 on the other hand gets me more agitated then anything else ive ever played.
I honestly think the gamedesigner thought: Mmh how could i design the level so that it will be so annoying and frustrating, that
all the people playing it will get so aggro that they will destroy there computers and never play anything ever again?
This game sucks. Dont make the mistake i did. this game isn't even worth a penny.. Good side scroller lots of upgrades and lots
of fun recommended highly. An interesting mechanic with the guard, the atmosphere of horror is felt, fear, when the guard
chases you, and you run away from him, but sometimes he seems sooo smart. caw caw caw
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